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PHOTO ON THIS PAGE:
Indulge in the allure of our beautiful silver and 
gold plated set, adorned with an exquisite 
braided design Berlin Collection. 
Earrings above L0423002
Ring above L0223038.58
Bracelet above L0223044.2 

COVER PHOTO: 
This exquisite ensemble 
with intricate links exudes 
sophistication and adds a 
touch of glamour to any 
occasion. Bogota Collection.
Necklace L1122004.45
Bracelet L1122006.17
Earrings L112005

Embrace the enchanting beauty of our exquisite 
silver and gold-plated set, showcasing square 
links of varying sizes. Budapest Collection.
Necklace VER0323001.75
Earrings VER0323003
Matching bracelet (not shown) VER0323002.17
Ring L0223037.58



Discover the perfect combination of elegance 
and modernity with this captivating set, featuring 
a sleek bar profile. Antwerp Collection.
Ring left gold plated L1122009.58
Ring silver right L1122012.58 
Pendant gold plated L11220007.1
Necklace TA0519002.42 
Matching earrings silver (not shown) L1122011
Matching earrings gold plated (not shown) L1122008

In the world of elegance this exclusive chic set  
will add a touch of sophistication and allure  

to any outfit. Paris Collection.  
Necklace IT0223010.45

Bracelet IT0223011.17
Earrings (Budapest Collection) BIZ062003

Ring left (London collection) L072009.58
Ring right (Antwerp collection) L072012.58



Experience the fascination of our handmade silver  
and gold-plated wire set. Marrakech Collection. 
Necklace ES0622002.42
Earrings ES0622003
Bracelet ES0622001
Ring L0223020.54 (Venice Collection)

Introducing a Trendy set with large gold-plated  
and closed links. Kyiv Collection. 

Necklace ES0223001.70 
Earrings ES0223002Bracelet 3-coloured 

IT0623002.17 (Paris collection) 
Ring L0121001.54
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Here’s the contact information 
for Sanjoya BVBA: 

 
142 Harmoniestraat

2018 Antwerp, Belgium
Telephone +32 3 237 95 50

Tax number BE 0504.858.769
IBAN BE34 3631 1585 2190

Website www.sanjoya.eu 
Email info@sanjoya.eu 

Social Media Profiles:
SanjoyaJewellery  
sanjoyajewellery 
SanjoyaJewellery 

Sanjoya_Jewellery 
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Sanjoya offers a unique line of jewellery 
for the modern and confident woman.

We collaborate with international designers and renowned, 
high- quality manufacturers. The three styles offered by Sanjoya 
are “elegant”, “sleek” and “original/colourful.” All our jewellery 
is characterised by exclusive, distinctive and surprising designs. 
Our slogans “inspire yourself” and “experience the difference” 
are inspired by these unique elements. Furthermore, Sanjoya is 
committed to providing excellent customer service.

All the sterling silver jewellery showcased can be made in 18-carat 
gold. 

For the complete range of Sanjoya jewellery, collections,  
new arrivals and prices please contact your local Sanjoya dealer,  
or visit www.sanjoya.eu

Distinctive set of gold-plated polished jewellery made of silver. Riga Collection.
Bracelet L1122001.3 • Ring L1122003.58 • Earrings L1122002


